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FOREWORD 

This is a preliminary project report. A detailed analysis 

of the data using computer techniques and statistical analysis 

will. fol10\01. However, because of the considerable interest in 

this project, this briefer report is being made at this time. 

It is apparent that burglar alarms are effective and that 

they need not be complex systems Q At the same time it was learned 

that there are certain limitations, for example burglars do spot 

them and either avoid the location, which is good, or the alarm 

device, which is not good. 

The problem of false alarms was also studied. This definitely 

is not an unsurmountable problem~ During this project the!re was a 

continuing decrease in false alarms and this decrei~,se can be con-

tinued. M()st important, the police officers did not. complain about· 

false alarms for: they were catf!hing burglars. 

I'c. is planned to continue this st,udy for another year. The 

data. "/ill then be re-examined for it i.s believed t;hat a, two year 

experimental period will allow much more reliable analYlsis and a 

greater opportunity to di.scover new probl.ems and to spot trends. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Burglary is the most frequently occurring of thE~ major 

crimes. The only serious crime approaching it in frequency is 

larceny over $50, while the burglary rate is double thF) auto 

theft rate and from 6 to over 100 times the rate of other seri-

ous crimes. In 1969 a burglary occurred every sixteen seconds. 

Even then, only a part of the burglaries (as is true in the case 

of other crimes) are reported to the police. Various surveys 

indicate that from 42% ~o 66% are not reported. As with other 

crimes even this rate of occurrence is increasing regularly and 

drame,tic:ally. 

While burglary is at the top of the list based on rate of 

occurrence, it is very c:lose to the bottom of rates of clearance 

at 18%. Only larceny over $50 and auto theft have a lower rate 

of clearance and th6\y are tied at 17% or just one point lower. 

At the same time, there are apparently more possible methous 

for preventing burglary or capturing the offenders than are 

available to I.:::ombat any other crime. This project is a study of 

one of those methods, 'the use of burglar alarms in non-residen

t.ial locations. 

Nation-\<lide forty-four percent of all burglaries were non-

residential. The reported loss at these locations was 257 mil

lion dollars in 1969. 'This does not include the damage done by 

t.he burglar and in many cases the cost of the repair of this 

damage will exceed the value of the property stolen. Nor does 
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DEVELOPMENT, OF' THE PROJECT 

The efficiency of almost any kind of an organization-is 

highly dependent upon the system of communication ill us'';. This 

i's particularly true in the case of the police. A burglar alarm 

fs basically a method of communication whereby the burglar noti

fies the police that he has broken in. This notification usually 

occurs before anything has been stolen. If a similar system of 

communication was available to allow the offender to notify the 

police that he was about to complete a rape,r a murder or even a 

larceny, crime reduction wou1d'be greatly simplified. While ho1d-

up alarms are in use, there is an important difference between 

them and burglar alarms, for in the case of the hold-up 'alarm, 

the message is sent by the victim and usually after the crime has 

been completed. 

Experience has shown that burglar alarms are effective. The 

reports of the Under;J{riters Laboratories show a system fi:iilure in 

only about 'one percent of the cases involviIig systems approved by 

them. There is 1itt'le doubt that system failure nationally is 

higher than that as the alarms meeting the Underwriters Labora

tories standards are of high quality" On the other hand, while 

the system failed less than one percent of the t_ime, captures oc

curred in only 28% of the cases where the alarm was silent on the 

premises but signalled at either a police station or a private 

alarm system station. This rate, of course is definitely better 

than the burglary clearance rate of 18%, but caution must be used 
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in interpreting .~his data for the burglary clearance rate includes 

admissions by burglars of bur~laries other than the one in which 

they were caught. In all pro,bability the burglars captured by 

the alarms in the Underwriters data admitted a number of offenses 

so that the clearance rate would be much higher than the capture 

rate. 

Other data on the effectiveness of alarms is almost non-

existent. o;.v various burglar alarm companies are reluctant t:o 

release information about their systems, assuming that they c()l-

lect the data. However, observation by police officers does show 

that a considerable number of burglars are caught following an 

alarm, including those attacking a location where they would be 

difficult to detect by any other method. As a result, the effec-

tiveness of alarm systems showed definite promise as an area of 

studYr not only to discover the effectiveness of the system, but 

to gather experience on the problems related 1:0 the operation. 

Prior to the grant; application, data on the li:l.st 500 non-

re.sidential burglaries in Cedar Rapids was rec:orded on the form 

shown in Appendix I and summarized. Afte.r the study was underway 

these 500 were expanded to 66B to give a complete four year expe

rience covering the period imll1ediatelly prior to the study. The . 

results gave a basic picture of what was happening in CedaI: Rapids 

non-residential burglaries. While some of the results were much 

as e)-~pected, other findings came as a surprise. For example, 

only 7.6% of the burglaries occurred within the central business 

district while 21% occurred on the edge of the central business 

district and 38% occurred in isola'ted businesses {defined as 3 or 

less business places in a group}. 
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Filling stations t , averns, groc 
ery sto:r(~S, restaurant wholesalers d S 

an offices led in numbers ' 
. of burglaries. This' 
~n contrast to the locations ~s 

considered as "high risk" 
Such as 

loan companies :Eor these 
were all 

banks, jewelers, furriers or 

far down on the list. 
It is believed that bt~cause 

considered high risk locations the they are 
O\imers do t and th b pro ect them well 

e urglars realize this 
SiO avoid them. 

Most of the victims were 
small business 

places. Fifty nine 

fj,fteen percent had 
percent had less than 

5 employees and only 
over 15 employees. 

In 77% of the 
cases entry was through 

in 97% of the cases , a door or Window and 
this was on the f;rst 

f · A floor. A ~rst floor doors s a result, 
and windows appeared 10' 1 

alarm deVices. . g~ca points to locate 
A Judgment was made on the . 

'of the burglar, . bas~s of apparent skill 
and ~n 55% of the cases 

Seventy two percent of the 
, this was rated as poor. 

time the burglary was discovered 

discovered the burglary 

by the Owner or an 
employee. The police 

in only 10% of tho 
I;;; cases. At the time this dalta 

t:here were fewer than 
fi:t;ty alarms in use and ,'an 

was gathered, 

method of 

the alarm 

alarm was the 
discovery in only 4 

out of the 668 cases. However, 
system did function each time. 

Money was by far the most common item 
53% of the stolen, Occurring in 

second at 10%" 
cases with cigarettes a poor 

The burglars captured were 
qui te young w'i'f:h only 7 indi

while 41% were 17 
viduals OVer 25 years of age 

is not Possible on the basis 

the burglars not captured. 

or younger. It 

of the da.~a to tell anything about 

It might be that the 
older burglars 
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are able to avoid captu.re with more success. However, those 

you.ng burglars captured were not inexperienced for only 4% had 

no previous police record and 52% had over 6 previQus arrests. 

From this data it appears that the average burglary in 

Cedar Rapids occurs when a teen-ager with previous arrests breaks 

into a small, isolated business place through a door or window 

located on the first floor. In doing this he does a little less 

than $20 in damage and steals about $100 in money or merchan

dise. However, as with all averages, these figures do not tell 

the whole story for in one case the damage was over $5,000 and 

in 9% of the cases the amount stolen was over $500 while in thl:'ee 

cases the loss was over $5,000. 

The ave:rage value of property stolen 'was about $100. If 

average losses only are used, it appears that it might be cheaper 

to have the burglaries than it would be to put in alarm systems. 

However, this would be a false conclusion for a number of reasons. 

First, the curve for losses is definitely skewed so that while the 

median loss is just over $20, the average is much higher. Unfortu-

nately, because the amount of loss was grouped an arithmetic average 

is not possible, but each of the four losses of over $·5,000 is at 

least equal to 250 median losses. In any case, as pointed out pre

viously, the total loss nation-wide to non-residential burglars is 

over a billion dollars. 

Second, no one knows how many burglaries are pre"lTented by the 

presence of alarm systems. It is a general belief that many are 

and this is borne out by conversations with burglars as to why 

they chose one victim instead (.')f another. 
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to live. 
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PROJECT PLAN 

the office of Law Enforcement Assistlll,cr· (n"'" th" X.aw EIlfor.

ce

-
" 

men

t 

Assistance Administration) fora grar.t to pIa"'" a~arm systems 

wired to the police station in 350 locations, to operate and main-

tain them for a one year period, and to study the results. All 

costs were paid by the project so that there waS no charge to 

the selected locations. The grant was approved and the original 

plan was for a one year period for installation of Systems and a 

one year period of operation ending April 30, 1970. However, be-

cause of delay in awarding the contract for installation and main-

ten
ance

, the grant was extended until Decerob
er 

31, 1970. 

upon approval of the grant the cedar RapidS police Depart-

ment established the position of Alarm supervisor and a three man 

consultant committee of university of Iowa staff merobers waS estab

lished. One merober of the committee waS Director of the Bureau of 

police science, one a specialist in experimental design and sta-

tisticS, and one from the Department of sociology. The sociolo

gist dropped from the committee because of lack of interest. 

The alarm system of the Atlanta police Department was visited 

for this is the only large scale system owned by a police depart

ment and was comparable to the system considered for it is a low 

Gost, unsophisticated, and successful system covering 4
00 

locations. 

on the basis of this experience and other study,specifications 

were drawn and interested bidders invited to a pre-bid conference. 
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Forms for bidding 

companies that had 

and specificat' ~ons had be 
indicated an ' en sent to 21 

~nterest. On J f une 2 7, 196 8 , 

19 rom 11 companies attended th e conference representatives 

in Cedar Rapids. The spe 'f' b c~ ~cations 
oth from the techn;cal were reviewed ' • and 1 ~n detail 

of this conference egal requirements it 0 As a result 

was believed 
Th~s decision mo ~fy the specifications.' necessary 1:0 d' 

recent d resulted in part evelopment from the and Underwrit very 

~~nced syst . ers approval 
of at least one 

em that would allow 100 signals 

over one pair of telephone, wires. 

to be transmitted 

This sy t s em has th e advantage 

of greatly reducing the telephone 
A second pre-b'd line charge. 

~ confer 
Fifteen re ence was held presentatives on July 25, 1968. 

from 11 compa ' 
of the specif. . n,es attended. ~cat~ons w The re-write 

these sp 'f' as apparently sat' f ec~ ~cations is . ~s actory. A copy of 
~n Appendix II. 

Specifications for 

While t" ne Underwriters 

alarm systems are not easy to ' 
L b wr~te. 

a oratories has 
sorts of alarm de ' approved a great v~ces, and syst many 
equipment ha ems, considerable s not been approved f . satisfactory 

cases it or a number of may be very n reasons~ In some 
ew and not 

again th yet submitted 
~ e manufacturer 

approval 

for examinat' 

may not have wished to ~on; 
until he was spend the cost of 

certain of th 
nally, a total e market for his dev· system is not ,ce; fi-
in place f approved until it h 

or even the best as been . 1 ,eqUiPment is ineffect';'ve ~nspected 
y positioned • 

and ~nstalled. unless proper-

specifications in However, standards such a manner that th . were set in the 
o e people at the pre-bid 

conference agreed they were properly o what would be informed f 

required. 9 



The office of the city 

cedar Rapids "'Tas in
attorney for 

bOd conferences 
present at the pre- 1 

. ess was 
voived in th1S proc , 

th Procedure as 

state law and 
complying with the 

the city council and and approved e 
BOds were received by 

. ty ordinances. 1 1968. There were 9 
C1 regular meeting on July 31, 0 for a direct 
opened at a All but two of the b1ds were 

5 companies. The bids 
b ids from 0 a1 system. 

combined S1gn 
system rather than a bids for the 

wire to $185.60. The twO 
$896 a location advantage gained 

ranged from high for the 
o d °gna1 were considered too 0 0 f Baker Indus-

comb1ne S1 Ils Fargo Div1s1on 0 

awarded to the We figure for 
and the bid was apparentlY a cost 

This bid was 0 ed 
$18 5 60. 0 was rece1V 

tries for • ted an inquJ.ry 
o d had been accep b d 

shortly after the b1 0 the bid. This was ase 
wi thdra\Oil.ng . 1 

to the penalty for operational peop. e 
:r:'elati ve . between the 

o ints of V1eW 0 

differences 1n po dvantages in be1ng 
on a h basis of the a 

wanted the contract on t e ounting people who 
who study an.d the acc 

. a large scale 
involved 1n 

to make a profit. 
wanted 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 

When burglary is discussed, most people, and this usually 

includes police officers, talk about the highli skilled burglar 

who selects victims with great care, cases the place, enters, 

usually opens a safe in a \'lOrkmanlike manner, and gets a lot of 

loot. This is not a typical burglar. The apparent skill in 

over half of the burg+aries studied was rated as poor and only 

a small part of one percent earned an excellent rating. This 

conclusion is borne out in any conversation with an experienced 

burglary investigator. As a result, the alarms systems specified 

were relatively simple. It was not believed that a sophisticated 

system was needed to catch by f,ar the highest percent of bur

glars. There was another very practical reason to select the 

simplest possible system that could be effective. Study to this 

'time had shown that most victims were small business men who 

were not in a financial position to either purchase or maintain 

an expensive system, certainty not the type visualized by the 

bidder with his $896 bid. Experience has shown that this philo-

sophy has been sound. Even a few quite skilled burglars have 

been. captured, in one case at a location with only a single de-

tection device installed. There have been no failur·es based on 

attack of the system to defeat it and the total failure rate has 

been low as the data will show. 

Only the simplest, lowest cost detection devices. were speci

fied. There were magnetic switches (where moving a magnet away 

from the switch when a door or window is opened activates the 

11 



System, plunger switches (as turns on the light in a refrigerator), 

vibration switches that detect pounding or any major movement. 

pull-apart cords for overhead doors or similar locations where 

the other types of switches would not be practical. These devices 

were wired in series (like the old Christmas tree lights where 

when one went out they all went out) to a control box. The con

\;ro

l 

box served two r,mctions. First, it allowed checking the 

system before it was activated to make certain that aJl protected 

openings were closed so that a false alarm would not result. 

Second, it allowed the signal at the police station to shOW if 

the break in the system had occurred in the premises or in the 

telephone line (a break in the telephone line could be caused by 

a burglar cutting it.) The systemS were activated by turning a 

high security key on the outside of the building after everyone 

had left. The system operates on 110 volt current reduced to low 

voltage by a transformer. Standby batteries were not used to 

supply current during the times the 110 volt service failed. ThiS 

decision was based on reducing costs including the original costs 

of the batteries, housing and the circuitry needed and the re

placement cost of batteries. For the purposes of this experi-

mental project, this is believed to be a sound decision. However, 

false alarms did result from power failure. usually these failures 

were area-wide and during a storm. Further study is needed to 

determine if the security value of these batteries is wo

rtb 

the 

cost. During this study no burglarS took advantage of power fail-
, 

ureS. 
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However, this might well be b ecause they did not realize that 

the systems were in ' operat~ve 

Hold-up butt . ons were 

at that time. 

installed at all locations. They not 

only serve th e purpose of rapid notification of a hold-up, but 

also are a convenient method of 
wired so checking the that they were act~ve system. These were 

... ~v'hethe 
syste r or not th m was in 0 ' e burglar alarm 

perat~on. Th 
highly useful feat e contractor voluntarily ure to these b added a 
to by th uttons even though 

e specifications. not T~quired 
These b tt 

key. mhi u ons must be ~ s was done because ' re-set with a 
~n many , 

by employees ,nstances the b t or customers as u ton is pushed 

,ce to arrive, or see how long it takes the pol' a prank, they want to 
excitement. 

button has been 
With the key they want a little 

operation the police k pushed 
and th now the 

e people in the ' prem~ses can't 
what caused th say that they didn't 

e alarm, thus avoidin know 
trouble-shooti' g several wasted hours of 

ng try~ng to find the 

There wa ' s cons~derable 

cause. 

discus ' s~on relative to the instal-

lation of hold-up buttons. 

be injured trying 

The possibiJ't _~ y that so 
to a t' meone would 

c ~vate the alarm was a ' 
risk was believed' maJor point. How-

minimal with 
it could b d proper instruct' e one with ~on to 

a 

no risk 
re that th~s • The ad • is a rapid vantages seen 

and accurate 
police. Th method of notif ' e President's C ' , y,ng the 

omnuss~on h 
very def' , as shown that th ~n~te reI t' . ere is a 

a ~on betwe ture " en response tim • D~al~ng th e and success ' e call, and i ~n cap-
number n some cases e of the pol' ven looking up the 

~ce, takes much more time than ' Just pushing a 

ever, this 

wait until 
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button and time ~s a very real factor in hold-ups. The accu

racy of the report is also a factor. In one case the police 

dispatcher received a call saying, "They are holding up Safe

way Number 6." The caller then hung up. It took the dispatcher 

less than a minute to find out where "Nu:nber 6" was located, 

but this was unnecessary delay. As a matter of interest there 

was an unanticipated benefit from a hold-up button. An alarm 

was received from a tavern after closing hours and a burglar 

captured inside. However, there was no evidence of any of the 

alarm devices having been activated. Upon further examination, 

the police discovered that the intruder had unknowingly pushed 

the hold-up button while rummagin~ around under the bar. 

Windows were not taped except in one special case. Experi

ence had shown that in the locations selected this sort of a 

procedure was not necessary and window tape involves a cost factor 

in both installation and maintenance. Vibration switches were 

installed on some windows. While not as positive as tape, they 

are quite successful in detecting window breakage and maintenance 

is minimal and cost low. 

No sophisticat:ed devices such as the various radar systems, 

super-sonic or audible sound, capacitance relaysr or photo cells 

were used. There were two reasons for this decision. First was 

cost. Anyone of these devices costs as much as the complete 

systems selected, and in most cases, more. Second, relia~ility, 

excessive false alarms, and maintenance can also be a definite 

problem. This does not mean that there is not a de'finite 

14 

application for these sorts of devices. 
In Some sorts of loca-

tions as for example, 
warehouses, where there are few interior 

doors that might be trapped, and espec;ally 
... where there is 

specific merch n' 
a"_~Cc, like cigarettes that might be the 

they are of definite value. They 
target, 

are also highly usefu.l in 
high value locations likely to be 

attacked by skilled thieves. 
At the same time, there is a proliferation of these 

sorts 9f 
devices and it seems like everyone 

with a soldering iron has 
put one or more on the market. 

As a result, the quality varies 
from Underwriters APPluved to J'unk. 

Study of the application 
of this sort f ' 

o ' eqUl.pment and the development of reliable, low 
cost devices is needed. 
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INSTALLA,TION 

Locations were all selected from the 668 non_residential 

businesses and schools that had had a burglary in the prior 

four years. This, in part, is responsible for the high degree 

ot captures when this group is compared to the sorts of loca-

tions usually having alarms. For example, even before the FOI 

requirement, most bankS had alarm systems as did the better 

jewelry stores, major furriers and similar businesses. There 

is no record of a bank burglary in Cedar RapidS for these are 

substantial buildings with highest quality vaults. Few burglars 

will tackle this sort of a location, and certainly not the typi-

cal school-dropout who has turned to crime. 

In so far as possible, locations ~ere alarms were installed 

were matched with similar location not receiving alarms. This 

matching was on the basis of kind of business, type of location, 

size of the business, and prior burglary experience. The alarmed 

group then served as the experimental group and the matching 

group as tl'e cont~ol. Natches were possible in over 200 cases 

so tha't a statistically reliable sample was possible. 

Each location selected for an alarm installation was visited 

by the police Alarm supervisor, the project was explained, and • 

contract signed. A copy of this contract is Appendix Ill. The 

control group was not contacted and members of this group do not 

knoW that they have been serving as controls. There were a few 

cases where the location selected did not want an alarm system . 
installed, even though'there would have been no cost involved. 
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The usual reason given was that they d'd v ' ~ not want th en~ence of turning th .e incon-
e system, off and on. N o strong effort 

was made to convince these cases. They were then made a part: 

of the control group and their matching 1 the 
experimental group. ocation a part of 

Most locations were most happ t y 0 cooperate 

~ ose who said that and even 'h they believed that th ey had no real 

burglary hazard were anxious to cooperate. 

Actual placement of the detection devices 
by the police off' was determined 

~cer assigned to the . ' 
install t' proJect and the alarm 

a ~on supervisor employed by the contractor Th 

of device used varied ' . e type 
w~th the appl' , f ' ~cat~on and the d'ff' 

o ~nstallation. I ~ ~culty 
n so far as possible 1 

used instead of ma t" ' P unger switches were 
gne ~c sw~tches for the pl 

less visible. unger switches are 
Because many of the locations were relatively 

pmall, even the limited budget allowed quite complete coverage. 

In other cases I complete c overage of all possible openings was 

not practical. In these caser a judgment as to the location was 

arrived at. Experience has shown that this has worked 

well. For example ' , ~n a lumber 

out quite 

yard, only one detect; _,011 device 

was installed· on th d , e oor leading into tl 1e room wh An ere the safe 

was kept. experienced burglar the r f entered the building 
00 , then opened the door to through 

and just had his t the room containing the safe 
ools unpacked h w en the police 

another case arrived. In 
, the owner of the b ' us~ness did not want a device 

placed on the d oor to the washroom so that the door could be 

left open t o keep this essential room warm. In less than t wo 
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burglar had entere 
weeks, a 

unprotected door and 
d through this 

now this point is protected. 
door was alarmed. In 

interior 
When 

'ble at least one 
possJ. , high probability 

locations there is a many 
door where there J.S a 

't as in intruder will open J. , 
the case of the lumber 

that the Will break in through 
the burglar 11 businesses 

yard. In many sma the display room 
. rage area, then go tn 

'd into the stO f a rear wJ.n ow , he will enter 0 -
the merchandise is kept. AgaJ.n, 

where much of he may have In other cases, . 
"1 separate rooms. 

fices and SJ.mJ. ar , 'ther because he 
closing tJ.me, eJ. 

been locked 
d ' at 

J.' n the buil J.ng 
usually in -taverns, be

occurs most 
J.'ntended it that way or, as not or asleep and was 

, t fully conscious 
cause he was eJ.ther no This practice 

locked for the night. 
proven to be highly noticed when the place was 

, terior door has 
1 rm on an lon 

of placing an a a be a full door, 
t d that this need not 

It should be no e 
effective. can be used with equal suc-

, 'back of counters 
but a gate leadJ.ng J.n 

cess. 
a different problem. 

Schools presented 

are two sorts There 

often a student 

of attacks on schools; first 
by the juvenile, most 

f vandal ism; 
for the major purpose 0 

at that school, who enters 1 

by t he bm:'g lar who second, 
is after money or Property of va ue. 

J.'t would have taken Because 

mber of devices to pro
an excessive nu 

, the office, the cafe-
ly such tect the whole school, on 

10catJ.ons as 

musical instrument storage 
teria, the 

the shops and the busi
room, 

vandalism and thefts have 
\.yhile . 

ness education 
rooms were protected. 

J.'nstalled have not the alarms unprotected areas, 
occurred in the 
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failed to function. 

The wiring used was of high quality. The supervisor as-

signed by the contractor was well experienced and insofar as 

practical, concealed the wiring. Conduit was used in a number 

of cases, even though it had not been a part of the contract. 

This skill in installation is extremely important. High quality 

devices must be used, but their value can be greatly reduced 

through poor selection of locations and failure to follow ap-

proved practices. 

The alarm board in the police dispatch center was custom 

built for this project. Four hundred and fifty alarm positions 

were placed on a control panel measuring 59-7/8" wide, 36" high, 

and 6-7/16" in depth. 'fhe panel matches the other equipment in 

the dispatch center. The additional positions were installed for 

,future alarms so that all alarms installed by anyone and coming 

into the station are standard. This panel is only a reporting 

system. The actual alarm relays and associated equipment is in-

stalled in a secure room just below the dispatch center. In ad-

dition to this room being secure, alarm devices have been instal-

led on the cabinets containing this equipment. Other alarm com

panied have been required to make their equipment compatible with 

the alarm panel and are allowed to install equipment in the secure 

room. However, before any alarms are wired into the police station, 

the equipment u~ed and the installation at the protected premises 

must be approved by the police. This is a point often overlooked. 

Some police stations have allowed any sort of equipment to be 
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l.'n many cases there installed and 

, larm siR na1. It is of 
showlong an a ~ l'ce station 

alarm systems in apo lo entirely different 
ten or more , alarms, trouble on 

is a wide variety of methods 

not at all unusual tD see 

d for showl.ng variety of metho s 
with a wide d n even wider variety of notifications, an a 
the line or other t service. It 

' , the alarm and restoring it 0 
methods of sJ.lencl.ng 11 d in police 

de devices insta e f 'nd home-rna J.'s not unusual to lo d lity 

standardization an qua Obviously this lack of 11 stations. 

control has done much to se and to genera y delay police respon 

a bad name. gl.
've alarm systems , tch center 

1.'n the police dJ.spa ' 1 is received 
When a sJ.gna , flashing 

The light loS d~ble signal and a light come on. , a

~ au • d' the preml.ses . . ". · originate l.n d the alarm has d 1.'f flashing re , . rob d and 
an ht are nu ere The lig s ' the telephone line. 
If amber, >n a file wheel. 

h alarm location on the dispatcher locates t. lor 

the light on a steady co then sJ.'lence the alarm and put h 

an " restored, e c When the alarm J.S 

He 

' ~rom his position. wJ.
' thout movlong ..., . t ' A button on 

' h' POSl. loon. li ht without leavl.ng loS 
can turn out the g h' is done each day. 

be tested and t J.S all li<;rhts to the panel allows 
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TELEPHONE LINES 

All alarms are wired to the police station using telephone 

lines •. The ~arge 'nr these lines is always a major cost in 

any alarm system for it r~curs each month. It had been hoped 

originally that the state of the art ~uld have been such that 

a system using a method of combining a nUmber of signals on one 

line would have been low enough in cost to be considered. This 

did not prove to be the case. The old "MCCullough" loop that 

has been in service for many years was even considered, but not 

Specified for there are too many opportunities for failure. 

Telephone line charges are based on the distance (usually 

in quarter miles) from the protected premises to a telephone 

exchange and then to the police station.. Because of the design 

of the telephone cables, this system of running the wir.e from • 

the premises to the exchange and then to the station is neces-

sary, but it does result in some rather unusual charqes. For 

example, a location just across the street from the police station 

may require a mile or two of connecting line. 

Because a cost figure was essential before the exact loca

tions were selected, the telephone company agreed to a flat monthly 

rate of $8.50 a location, regardless of the distance involved. 

FOllOwing a conference in which the public service and experimental 

nature of this project was outlined, the telephone company re-studied 

their rates and agreed to a $5.50 figure. There was also a $10 

hOOk-up charge. A 500 pair cable Was run from the exchange to 
police headquarters. 
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. Installation was not 
untl.'l December 1st, 1968, be

started 

f t he contractor. Once 
key employee 0 

cause of the illness of ,a 
1 rate and were com-

l.
'nstallations continued at a r~gu ar 

started, were hooked to 
1st, 1969. some of the alarms 

Pleted by september 1 ' com-
1 t ed but because of a de ay l.n 

the station as soon nS comp e , 
budget did not 

the station and because the 
pleting the cable to system was not completely 

1970 charges for over a year, the 
allow line 1st 

1, 1970. The year from January , 
activated until January , d 

as the experimental perl.o • 
19 70 was used to December 31st, , 
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STUDY RESULTS 

The following data is based on an experimental period of 

one year, 1970. During this time tllere were from 342 to 350 alarms 

in operation under this experiment. It was not possible to keep 

all 350 alarms in operation because of locations going out of busi-

ness, major remodeling projects and similar circumstances. When 

an alarm was discontinued, the equipment was installed in a similar 

location as soon as possible. 

EXPERIMENTAL VERSUS THE CONTROL GROUP 

It was possible to complete matches for 142 locations. That 

is, alarms were located in one loca.tion and this point was then 

matched with a similar point on the basis of previous burglary 

experience, t~pe of business, size of business and type of loca-

tion. While the original number of matches was higher, the number 

wi th a full year I s experience was reduced because of gc:·ing out of 

business or similar reasons on the part of the location in the ex-

perimental group or the control group. In any case, the total of 

142 matches is definitely high enough to allow statistically reli-

able conclusions. 

Table 1 shows what happened. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Burglaries 

46 

Captures 

12 

TABLE 1 

CONTROL 

Burglaries 

36 

Captures 

1 

Thus, there were captures in 26% of the burglaries in the 

alarmed group but in only 3% of the non-alarmed grou~. The 
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"capture" figure is the nU'.!'!'ber of cases with a capture, not the 

(The number of individuals averaged out 
number of individuals. 
in both groupS to about two per case.) In other words the capture 

rate for the contro.l group was only 11% of the rate for the experi-

mental group, or to put it another way, there were over 9 times 

as many cases solved with alarms than there were where there was 

no alarm. 
There is anothE~r significant factor in Table 1. Forty percent 

of the burglaries in the experimental group and 36% in the control 

group were schools. At the same time there were only 13 schools 

out of the 142 locations in each group, or 9%. In other wordS, 

schools were chosen as the victim from four to four and a half 

times as often as their numbers \-lould indicate. 

It is obvious that schools present a special problem. In 

the first place, because of their size and construction it was im-

pOssible to protect even a fair percent of ~ossible points of entry. 

As a result, only the office area, the cafeteria, band rooms, shops, 

business education rooms wi'th their office machines and similar 

locations were protected. Second, schools have a vandalism problem. 

As pointed out in other sections of the report it is often dif-

ficult to determine if a broken windOW is a burglary attempt or 

only vandalism. The Cedar Rapids police Department classified all 

such cases as burglary, unless there was definite evidence to point 

out vandalism. Of course if there is an entry atter the breaking, 

the case does become burglary even though the intent was only van

dalism on the interior of the buildinq. 

Because schools are apparently a sp'ecial sort of target for 

burglaries, analysis of the data \.,rill separate schools for special 
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analysis in the final report as well as considering th them a part of 

e entire project. 

There is some ' d' 1n 1cation in this data that burglars are 

spotting the alarms. sc ools, alarmed locations For example, in the h 

were rarely entered. The same is true of th 

h 

0 er sorts of locations 

were people spend considerable time so have the 
the alarm devices. opportunity to see 

In restaurants th ere were only two burglaries 

at locations with al arms, but 8 at locations with alarms. In fil-

ling stations there were 

CLEARANCES tVITH ALARMS 

5 locations with alarms but 11 without. 

COMPARED TO CLEAR&~CES WITHOUT ALARMS 

There were 302 non-residential b 1 urg aries in Cedax Rapids in 

1970. There are a pproximately 3,000 th ' non-residential 10cat1'ons 1'n 

e c1ty. An exact count is most difficult for the number not only 

fluctuates from day to day, but the classification 
a business ' of a location as 

1S not easy. However 11 ' , _s~ng the classified phone book 

and similar sources the total of 3,000 is believed to be relatively 

accurate. 
TABLE 2 

C17arance at 238 Locations 
W1thout Alarms Under the 

Experiment 

Cl~arance at 66 Locations 
W1th Alarms Under the 

Experiment 

Cleared by Capture 
Clea~ed by Admission 
or d1scovery of 
Stolen Property 

Clearance Rate 

One point should 

36 

4 

17% 

be noted immediately. 

19 

2 

31% 

The Cedar Rapids 

Police Department ' 1S extremely conservative in recording 
First, because of f clearances. 

ear of harm to the case they avoid any inter-

rogation not directly related 'to that d snecific crime. Second, 

o not clear cases on . the basis of s' 'I 1m1 ar modus operandi or 

they 
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they strongly suspect many more 
"hunches" even tho.ugh 

cases could 

This is a somew be cleared. 
hat unusual situation and 

t' as well as 

points out 

one of the 
defJ.'ciencies in crime repor J.ng 

one of the es 
In other words, the clearanc 

effects of the Miranda decision. 

t clearances with shown are ve l -'] direc 
definite proof and totally 

of t his their clearance In spite 
rate of 17% for cases 

uninflated. 

alarm
s is near the national average. 

without x 
of the alarms requires some e -

The clearance rate because it 
very often subject to burglars, 

Because schools are planation. 
a number of those locations. It 

decided to install alarms in 
was school buildings it would 
was realized that because 0 

f the size of 

k Y locations. 
P
rotect any more than e 

not be possible to 

It is un-

a wise dacision. not this was 
certain as to whether or 't Of the 

makes another interesting pOJ.n .• 
The data in Table 2 

alarms under the experiment, 9% had bur-
650 locations without 

2 1 19% had burglaries. It ap-
glaries while in the 350 with a arms, , ' how the 350 

, (and thJ.s J.S , burglary experJ.ence . 
pears that prevJ.oUs of future bur-

l td) is a good predictor 
alarmed locations were se ec e 

glary experience. 
WITH EXPERIMENTAL ALARMS BURGLARY EXPERIENCE 

It might be well at this point to define burglary as used in 

d "breaking and enter-
Burglary is generally define as 

this study. 
, .. However, in this study 

J.'ntent to commit a crJ.me. ing with the 
no evidence of entry or the com-

any breaking, even if there was 
'f' d as a burglary unless there was 

mission of a crime, was classJ. J.e , 
ak' was only vandalJ.sm. This 

definite evidence to shOw the bre J.ng 
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very strict definition was u·sed because of the difficulty in deter

mining which cases were burglary attempts and which were vandalism 

or even accidental breaking. In all probability, this definition 

is too strict as shown by the fact that in over one-third of the 

cases classified as burglary there was no loss to theft. One other 

reason for this decision should be mentioned. The police know that 

at least one group ,is using the method of breaking, then getting 

out of sight and watching to see if the police arrive. If the pol-

ice arrive shortly, the burglars know an alarm is present and leave. 

If the police do not arrive, they go ahead and complete the bur-

glary. To combat this tactic the police, insofar as possible, de

lay going directly to the scene but rather to a location where they 

can hopefully observe without being detected. 

Table 3 shows the burglary experience at the 66 locations 

qttacked and where alarms were present under this study. 

TABLE 3 

Total Burglary Experience ,At 

Location With Alarms Under the Study 

Cases with captures 

Cases with no capture 
Entry at an unprotected point 
Alarm but no capture 
Alarm not turned on or connected 
Defeated 

35 
8 
3 
1 

19 

47 

With 66 burglary attempts and 19 captures, there is then a 

29% capture rate. However, there were also 19 cases with a break-

ing and no loss by theft. Six of these cases occurred when the 

police answered an alarm and there was no time for theft. It is 

reasonable to believe that the remaining cases can well be 
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vandalism, especially since such a high percent occurred at schools. 

This classification would increase the rate by another 29% for a 

total rate of either capture or no loss of 58%. 

There is another way of looking at the data. There were 27 

cases where there was a burglar and the police received an alarm. 

In 19 cases they made a capture and in 5 more there was no loss. 

In other words, when the police received the alarm they either made 

a capture or prevented a loss in 24 out of 27 or 90% of the cases. 

From the above data it is apparent that failures in the system 

were the result of the alarm not being received rather than in pol-

ice response. There are several reasons for this failure that are 

apparent at this time. First, these are basic, low cost systems 

with no attempt to protect every possible point of entry. For 

example, display windows were not protected and five entries were 

made through these windows. Second, a number of schools were in-

cluded and only key points were protected in these locations. Third, 

referring back to Table 1, the control group without alarms had 1.9 

times as many burglaries as the experimental group with the alarms. 

It is apparent that locations with alarms are spotted and avoided. 

It is similarly highly possible that the alarms are not noted, but 

methods of avoiding them planned allowing an entry through an un

protected point or into an unprotected section of the premises. 

ALARMS WITHOUT CAPTURE 

There were 8 alarms following burglaries that did not result 

in captures. In 5 of these cases while there was no capture, there 
, 

was nothing taken. All three of the remaining cases were at filling 

stations and in each case the theft was of money from an unlocked 
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location. Wh'l 
~ e response time was a 

minute or less, the burglar 
was apparently familiar . 

w~th the location, would 
a break in through protected paint, open 

a totally unsecured 
drawer and leave in 

a matter of seconds. 

to protect his money 
Almost any attempt on 

the part of the victim 
have either prevented the Would 

first ~lace or delayed the 

have been caught. 

crime in the 
offender long enough 

so that he Would 

ENTRY AT UNPROTECTED POINT 

Of the 35 t' en r1.es at unprotected 
points, 21 of the 10cat1.'ons were schools. A 

s mentioned above, only k 
h' ey pOints, with Possible ~gh loss, in schools 

were protected because of the 
excessive number of Possible entry points In 11 • school burglaries 

no loss- in 4 th ' there was 
, e loss was under $30 ' 4 

, 1.n the loss b 
$100 and $150- and ' was etween 

, 1.n one the loss was $230 and 
~as $427. the highest loss 

There we 14 re entries at unprotected 
In f Points in business places. our cases e t ' 

n ry was ga1.ned by breakin 
1 ' g a display window. 

p ay w1.ndows were not protected Dis-
because of the 

lat' cost of both instal-
1.on and maintenance of foil 

c~tions were taverns and 
on the windows. Three of these 10-

twice by breaking , 
3 filling stations. 

One grocery was hit 

window but both cases were a d1.Splay 

an observant officer cleared by 
noting a suspicious person in the 

The other cases were vicinity. 
a saddle sho p, a junk yard, a variety store and a hardware store W'th . • 1. only four 

cases of successful entry 

the value of placing f ' 
through a display window, 
ad' 01.1 or some sort of 

eV1.ce on these windows is questioned. 

While the numbers are too 
small to have any reliability the 
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fact that taver:'ns and filling stations each had three entries at 

unprotected points millht be accounted for by familiarity with the 

location on the part of a customer, employee, or ex-employee. Both 

sorts of locations are characterized by hangers-on and relatively 

transient types of employees. 

OWNER FAILURE 

There were only four cases of alarm failure because the owner 

had either not turned it on or had temporarily disconnected it. As 

a result, this is not believed to be a significant problem. 

ALARM DEFEATED 

There was only one such case. Here the intruder took the 

glass out of a front door and entered. It is not known if this was 

an intentional attempt to defeat an alarm or if the glass was taken 

out simply because it was an easy and quiet way to enter, but it was 

treated as a defeat. 

ALARM EQUIPMENT FAILURE 

There were no cases of alarm equipment failure. Subsequent 

discussion will show that six percent of the false alarms were caused. 

by either the power supply or the wiring being disrupted in some man-

ner usually accidental. A common cause was fuses blowing due to 

overloads on the circuit. However, none of these occurred at the 

time of entry by a burglar. This does not mean that alarm equip-

ment failure does not occur, but there have been few instances of 

the devices themselves failing and these failures have been dis-

covered by the person operating the alarm or the service personnel 

in routine tests. 

PRIVATE ALAHM SYSTEMS 

There was an average of 65 private alarms connected to the 
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police station during the year. 
There was only one clearance 

from these alarms and 
no undetected entries. 0 ne reason for this 

is that the bulk of these private alarms 
are located in banks, 

jewelry stores, furriers and other high 
value locations that were 

not attacked because of apparent 'security. The false alarm rate 
was excessive, however d' 

,an w~ll be discussed in a later section. 
In two cases with local 1 

a arms (a bell or similar device on the 
outside of the premises b 

I 
} 

I 
j 

I 
1 ut with no connection to the police station), 

the.re were no captures. 
j 
1 

~-
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FALSE ALARHS 

When you say "burglar alarm" to a policeman, he will re-

I "This is understandable for by far the spond with "false a arm. 

greatest number of alarms received are false. This is borne out 

Py the experience with alarm systems in operation in Cedar Rapids 

. . t Dur~ng 1970 the number of such systems not a part of th~s proJec . • 

varied between an . _ ~ 60 d 70 In the f 4rst three months of the year 

there were 161 false alarms from these systems for a rate of 92%. 

(This rate was determined by multiplying the locations with alarms 

by 3, the number of months, giving a total of 195 and comparing 

this to the 161 false alarms received during this period. The 

experience became worse during the year. In the last three months 

f 69 locat~ons ~n operation, times three this there was an average 0 ~. 

is 207. There were 215 false alarms for a rate of 108%. 

In contrast the rate for the al~rms under the experiment was 

79% for the first three months, but dropped to 52% for the last 

three. for the f~rst three months was the result The higher rate .... 

of total unfamiliarity with the equipment. As the personnel in the 

locations became more familiar with the equipment, the rate dropped 

f 1 I , ff No strong effort was made to reand shows signs 0 eve ~ng 0 • 

duce this rate although the po~ice did explain proper operation and 

the problems caused by false alarms at every point where a false 

alarm occurred. During the next year, more analysis will be made 

by type of location and similar factors in order to reduce this 

number still further. 

There is no well accepted definition of "false alarm~" In 
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this study every alarm received'at police headquarters not origi

nated by a burglar or following a hold-up was recorded as a false 

alarm. Apparently some alarm companies use a somewhat more mod

erate definition so that experience will look better. 

The police do make a judgment when an alarm signal is received. 

If they believe that it is a false alarm (because of the time of 

the alarm, type of location and similar factors) they still respond, 

but usually with only one unit. If they believe that it may be an 

actual alarm, the response is all out. Experience has shown that 

this method has been quite satisfactory as shown by only 9 actual 

alarms with no capture and all of these had been treated as actual 

alarms. 

CAUSES OF FALSE ALARMS 

The actual cause of a false alarm is often difficult to deter-

~ine. Many are judgment situations~ For example, a brief reduction 

in voltage caused by a drain in the line when a piece of heavy equip

ment comes on may trigger the alarm as will brief interruptions in 

the power supply outside of the premises. Persons responsible for 

actuating or turning off the system are sometimes less than honest 

in admitting an error. However, it is believed that the data gath

ered is reasonably accurate, and certainly close enough to point up 

the major causes. 

Table 4 summarizes the results. 

"Accidental" Unknown 
or Careless 

76% 13% 

TABLE 4 
FALSE ALARM CAUSES 

Power out 

2.5% 
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Electrician Failure in Weather 
orPuone Co. Alarm System 
work~ng on 
L~nes 

1% 6% 1.5% 
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The "accidental" or careless ·classifi'cation is all the result of 

human error; an employee entered without turning off the system or 

activated it without checking to make sure all devices were in the 

closed position; the hold-up hutton was carelessly pushed; or some 

similar reason. Very probably a high percent of the "Unknown" cal.\ses 

were also human error without firm evidence that such an error oc

curred. They could have also been very short term power losses, 

work on the lines or a number of other things. 

The "Power out" classification w'as probably under-reported for 

there were times during electrical storms when large numbers of 

alarms were received, so many that it was not possible to record 

them. However, the burglars have not yet learned this and no at

temps occurred during such times. As mentioned previously, the 

cost-benefit of independent power supplies should be studied. 

Electrical work or phone repairment caused only a insignifi

cant number of false alarms. The phone company does have the alarm 

lines marked so 'that thev ordinarily are not disturbed. Electrical 

work resulting in an alarm was usually within the premises and was 

mainly carelessness on the part of the electrician or failure to 

inform him of what occurs when power is cut. 

Failure in the alarm system includes failures in the power 

supply within the building, lines cut either accidentally or in 

remodeling, voltage drops because of other equipment in the build

ing and similar factors. There were no failures of the actual alarm 

equipment causing false alarms although equipment has failed due to 

such things as water leaks, pull-apart cords improperly hanaled and 

similar factors. 
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The weather factor listed was high winds or driving rains 

usually forcing protected openings open to ,['l point where an alarm 

would occur. More care in installation might improve this record, 

but it is not possible to estimate the stresses in many locations. 

TIMES OF' FALSE ALARMS 

False alarms were tabulated by hour of the day. The mast 

surprising thing about the data was that they were relatively 

uniformly distributed. There was a definite peak with 27% of the 

cases occurring between 6 AM and 9 AM, opening time. There was a 

minor peak at 2 M1., tavern closing time., but there is no other ap

parent pattern. 
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SUMMAR!' AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Burglar alarms are effective in catching burglars. When the 

police received an alarm there was either a capture or no loss 

by theft in 90% of the cases. 

2. In a number of cases the alarm was not transmitted because 

~ntry was through an unprotected point. In spite of this, the 

cl~arance rate for arrests resulting from alarms was 31%, over 

50% above the national rate for non-residential locations. 

3. Cases where there was no loss by theft combined with cases with 

a !;:apture at alarmed locations totals 58%. 

4. Burglars look for alarms. This is shO\m by the high rate of 

entry at unprotected points. 

5·. There was only one case where there was a possible attempt to 

defeat the system. (by removing a pane of glass and entering.) 

6. There were only three cases of failure because the alarm was 

not turned on or disconnected. 

7. Past burglary experience is a qood predictor of future bur

glaries. The locations selected for alarms because of past 

burglary experience had a burglary rate of 19% as compared to 

9% for all other non-business locations in the city. 

8. Burglary equioment does not need to be complex or expensive 

for only the simplest devices located at a limited number of 

possible points of entry were used in this study. Care in 

design and installation is of equal importance. 

9. False alarms can be reduced to an acceptable figure. During 

the first year of operation the false alarm rate for alarms 
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under this experiment dropped from 79% to 52% and probably 

can be reduced further. The police patrol force has accepted 

this rate very well for they are catching burglars. 

10. More police control is needed of false alarms from commercial 

installations. The alarm rate for those sorts of locations 

was 108% for the last three months of the year as compared to 

52% for the police operated system. 

11. More study is needed of the problem of intrusion through un-

protected points. Some of this is chance but it is felt that 

much is the result of an employee, and ex-employee, a customer 

or a hanger-on observing the system. 

12. A low cost, reliable system of detection for an area is needed, 

as for example a capacitance relay with a fair range. This 

would allow detection of an intruder in the interior if he 

avoided perimeter protection. It ~.,ould be especially useful 

for locations with wide open interiors such as warehouses or 

where entry was made through a roof or wall. 

13. More research is needed. This study \'laS the first of a kind 

and asks as many questions as it answers. For example, in the 

three filling stations where a loss by theft occurred in spite 

of rapid police response, hm., much ohysical orotection, such as 

a lock on the f~""'1h drawer, would have been needed to allow a 

capture? 

14. Burglar alarms are a police communication system. As a re-

suIt the police must be in a position to set standards for 

installation and operation of alarms. 
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APPENDIX I 

CEDAR RAPIDS BURGLARY ANALYSIS 

1. Serial number 

2. Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

3. Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

4. Date reported (1-31) 

5. Day of week report~d Sun 1 
Mon 2 
Tues 3 
Wed 4 
Thuras 5 
Frai 6 
Sat 7 

6. Time reported to nearest hour AM 

7. Time reporated to nearest hour PM 

8. Day of burglary Sun 1 
Mon 2 
Tues 3 
Wed 4 
Thurs 5 
Fri 6 
Sat 7 

Over-night 8 
Over weekend 9 
Unknown 

9. Time to nearest hour 

10. Time to nearest hour 

Address 

11. Type of location 
Central business dist. 
Edge of CBD 
Outlying bus. dist. 

If on a highway 
Shopping center 

If on a highw,::>·· 
Isolated (not over 3) 

If on a highway 

0 

AM 

PM 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

12. Kind of business Retail 
Wholesale 
Office 
MD or dent. 
Warehouse 
Shop 
Factory 
Bank 
Loan Co. 
Other 

Type other 

13. If Retail Filling station 
Tavern 

Type of other 

Grocery 
Drugs 
Sporting gooQs 
Restaurant 
Lumber 
Furniturae 
Radio and TV 
Jewelry 
Shoes 
Auto agency 
Auto parats 
Department 
Mens clothing 
Womens clothing 
Fur 
Vat'iety 
Photographic 
Other 

14. Size of business 
Less than 5 employ. 

5 - 15 
over 15 

15. Location of break-in 
Basement 
Fhst floor 
Second fldor 
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Above second floor 
Roof 
Unknown 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

: 
: 
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16. Method of entry 
Breaking or prying door 1 
Breaking or prying window 2 
Breaking door lock 3 
Other attack on lock 4 
Stayed inside 5 
Breaking except do ora or window 6 
Cut opening 7 
Ventilation or air condition 8 
Other 9 
Unknown 10 

Describe other 

17. If above first floor used 

Describe other 

18. Apparent skill 

19. Safe attacked 

20. Quality of safe 

Ladder 1 
Firae escape 2 
Adjoining bldg. 3 
Unknown 4-
Other 5 

in braeaking 
Excellent 
Good 
Poor 
Unknown 

Yes 
No 
No safe 

Excellent 
Good 
Poor 
Unknown 

1 
2 
3 
4-

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 
4 

21. Place of safe attack 
Original location 
Premises but moved 
Carried out 

1 
2 
3 

22. Safe opened 
Yes 
No 
Unknown 

1 
2 
3 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 
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Method of safe attack 
Batter (unskilled) 1 
Peel ora pry 2 
Punch 3 
Draill 4-
Cut 5 
Blow 6 
Unknown 7 
Unlocked 8 

Apparaent skill of safe attack 
Excellent 1 
Good 2 
Poor 3 
Unknown 4 

Vehicle used 
Yes 1 
No 2 
Unknown 3 

Volume or ;~eight stolen 
One man-one trip 1 
More than one man-trip 2 
Heavy or large 3 

Discovered by 
Police 1 
Alarm 2 
Owner 3" 
Other 4-
Unknown 5 

Alaram system present 
No 1 
Al''1rm to station 2 
Alarm under experiment a 
Local alarm 4 

Did alam function Yes 1 
No 2 

If alarm failed, reason 
Not turned on l 
Disconnected 2 
Ciracuit broken, premises 3 
Component failed 4-
Phone line failed 5 
Phone line cut 6 
Power failed 7 
Equip. at station failed 8 
Unknown 9 
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31. Attempt to defeat alarm 

J 
58. Total damage 

No 1 Up to 20 1 65. Number lesser charge I Yes, 2 21 to 100 2 I success 
, I 

Yes, t!nsuccess. 3 101 to 500 ". 66. Number no charge .... 
Unknown 4 501 to 1000 4 ---., 

1001 to 2500 5 67. Number guilty pleas 
Damage in addition to theft Amount 2501 to 5000 6 

" over 5000 7 68. Number found gUilty , 
32 I 32. Records No - 0 Yes - 1 I 

33. Merchandise 0 1 33 59. Total stolen 69. NLUilber acqui ted 
34. Fixtures 0 1 34- ---,.,. 

35. Safe 0 1 35 Up -to 20 1 70. Number-no disposition 
36. Bui:' ding 0 1 36 2l to 100 2 
37. Equipment 0 1 37 101 to 500 3 
38. Other 0 1 38 501 to 1000 4 

1001 to 2500 5 
Describe other Total 2501 to 5000 6 

over 5000 7 

Stolen 60. Total damage and stolen 
39. Money No - 0 Yes - 1 39 Up to 20 1 ----
40. Checks drawn a 1 40 21 to 100 2 
41- Val. papers a 1 41 101 to 500 3 
42. :3eel' 0 1 42 501 to 1000 4 
4:3. Liquor 0 1 43 1001 to 2500 5 ---
44. Cigarettes 0 1 44 2501 to 5000 6 
45. Candy a 1 45 over 5000 7 --46. Pop a 1 l~6 

U'7. Radio and TV a 1 47 61>. Location and time first offender 
48. Guns a 1 48 arrested 
49. Sport goods a 1 49 At the scene 1 
50. Jewelry a 1 50 Vicinity within one hour 2 
51. Clothing, men 0 1 51 Vicinity one to eight hours 3 
52. Clothing, women 0 1 52 Vicinity over eight hours 4-
53. Food 0 1 53 E:sewhere within one hour 5 
54. Auto parts 0 1 54 ElseHhere one to eight hours 6 
55. Tires a 1 55 E1se<lhere over eight hours 7 
56. Tools 0 1 56 No arrest 8 
57. Other 0 1 57 

List other 
Total 

62. Was any offender 
Present employee of victim 1 
Past employee 2 
Never an employee 3 
UnknOiffi 4 

63. Number arrested 
(write in number including 
o if"none) 

64. Number charged burglary ---

40 41 
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APPENDIX II 

CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS IOWA 

POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Police Alarm Notification System for the project entitled 

tlEvaluation of the Effects of a Large Scale Burglar Alarm 

System" to be carried out under Grant Number 337 from the 

Office of Law Enforcement Assistance. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

1.1 To provide and install a burglar alarm system in 

conjunction with the research project under Grant 

Number 337. 

GENERAL 

2.1 It is the intent of these specifications to provide 

a complete burglar alarm system of the highest pro

fessional caliber ringing in at police headquarters. 

A system shall be provided that will be reliable and 

designed to meet the requirements of the city for many 

years. 

2.2 All equipment shall reflect the latest advances in the 

state of the art and be consistent with good engineer-

ing practices. 

2.3 All equipment and materials shall be new, and shall 

be equal to the best of their respective kinds, free 

of corrosion, scratches or such other defects as to 

present an other than new appearance. 

2.4 All bidders must include only equipment which is of 
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I 2.5 Bids shall be for the entire !acilities as specified 
\ 

i including complete installation. Partial bids will I 
! not be acceptable and shall be rejected. 
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2.6 The contractor shall be prepared to demonstrate to 

the satisfaction of a duly appointed representative 

o~ the city, that the equipment meets all of the 

·f· t· The c;ty reserves the right to in-spec~ ~ca ~ons. ... 

spect the equipment prior to or during installation. 

2.7 All equipment shall conform to the requirements of 

the Northwestern Bell Telephone Company - Cedar Rapids, 

Iowa branch. 

,2.8 All equipment or components shall meet" the standards 

of the Underwriters Laboratories or t.he Underwriters 

Laboratories of Canada or a testing or rating agency 

approved by the City of Cedar Rapids. Such testing or 

rating shall be at the expense of the bidder. Inclu-

sion of more than a limited number of components in 

the design not meeting the standards of the Under

writers or another similar recognized organization 

will be considered in awarding the contract. 

2.9 Design and 'construction shall be consistent with good 

engineering practice, and shall be executed in a neat 

and workmanlike manner. All connections phall be made 

with approved mechanical connectors or soldered with 

hot solder. 
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2.10 Notwithstanding the details presented in these specifi-

cations it is the responsibility of the contractor to 

verify the completeness of the material lists and 

suitability of devices to meet the intent of the 

specification. Any additional equipment required, 

even if not specifically mentioned herein, shall be 

provided by the contractor without claim for addi

tional payment; it being understood that a complete, 

operating system, satisfactory to the City of Cedar 

Rapids, is required in all cases. This section shall 

not be taken to mean that additional detection devices 

beyond the average number shown in 13.8 shall be re-

quired without additional payment to the contractor. 

2.11 Information submitted with the bid shall include 

certification of conformance to Section X., IIQuali-

fications of Bidders." 

2.12 INSURANCE 

The following insurance shall be maintained by the 

contractor during the execution and until such time as 

the contract is complete: 

Workman's Compensation - As Required by the State of Ia. 

Comprehensive Public Liability 

Property Damage 

$500/1,000,000.00 

$25/50,000.00 

Comprehensive Automobile Liability $500/1,000,000.00 

Property Damage $500,000.00 

Blanket Contractual (Hold Harmless) Protection. Fire, 

Theft, Vandalism; for the full value of all materials and 

equipment until formal acceptance of completed work. 
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III. 

IV. 

That the City of Cedar Rapids shall be named as an 

additional insured on all liability coverage. Certi

ficates of all insurance shall be approved by City of 

Cedar Rapids. 

PROPOSAL 

3.1 To assist in the bid evaluation, bidders shall prepare 

panel sketches showing the intended function for each 

operating control and mechanical layout of equipment 

as proposed by the bidder. 

3.2 Awards will be based on an analysis of the following 

criteria; technical and esthetic qualities of the pro

posal, reliability, bidders ability and facilities to 

produce the equipment called for, performance on simi-

lar installations or cont~acts, manufacturer's local 

service back~up, and evaluation of the bidder's proper 

understanding of the user's needs. The contract shall 

be awarded the lowest responsible bidder best meeting 

the above criteria. The city may at its discretion, 

reject any and all bids. 

BID SURETY 

4.1 Each bid shall be accompanied by a bid surety in the 

form of a Deposit of cash or Certified Check payable 

to the city, in the amount ,of (10%) ten per cent of 

the sum total of the bid. Bid surety is forfeited to 

the owner if the contractor fails to execute a contract 

within ten (10) days after notification of award of 

contract to him, or if bidder fails to furnish the Per-

formance and Payment Bond and proper insurance 
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V. 

VI. 

VII. 

certificates required to the city within an addition

al ten (10) days. Un5uccessfu~ bidders will receive 

a full refund of the above deposJLt. Refund of the 

deposit to successful bidders will be contingent upon 

compliance with all requirements set forth. 

PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENT BOND 

5.1 The successful bidder shall, at no additional cost to 

the city, furnish a Performance and Payment Bond in the 

amount of one hundred (100) per cent of the total con

tract price. Such bond shall be issued from a reliable 

surety, licensed to do business in the State and accept-

able to the city. 

PERMITS 

6.1 The contractor shall give all notices required by, and 

comply with, all applicable laws, ordinances, statutes, 

regulations and codes. The- C~ty of Cedar Rapids will 

not require an installation permit, but re~;erves the 

right of inspection for compliance with the state law 

or City Codes at no cost to the contractor. 

INSTRUCTION MANUALS 

7.1 The bidder shall provide complete instruction manuals 

for the equipment supplied. There must accompany the 

manual a material guide which shall contain the re

placement part numbers and 1escription of all components 

used. If this information is included in an instruction 

section of any of the equipment, it will not be neces

sary to duplicate the list, but such material lists 

shall appear in only these two places. 
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7.2 In order to provide a complete manual containing all 

schematics, and operating instructions, the contractor 

shall prepare all ,of the above information in book form 

with no drawings larger than the page size of the book. 

This manual shall contain an index of all schematics, 

charts, and diagrams to insure that pages have not been 

removed, or if lost or mutilated sufficient information 

is contained in the index to permit re-ordering as re

quired. 

7.3 The contractor must maintain a file of all manual in-

formation such that he is in a position to replace the 

manual in whole or part for a period consistent with the 

length of time that the equipment provided is in actual 

service. 

7.4 In addition to schematics, etc., the manual shall con

tain theory of operation for all active devices in su!

ficient detail to facilitate servicing. This copy will 

be kept at police headquarters. 

VIII. PARTS 

8.1 The bidder shall maintain a stock of replacement parts 

for each item included in this equipment, and shall be 

in a position to replace such part or parts as may be 

required for a period of at least 10 years. If one of 

the items has become no longer available, it shall be 

the responsibility of the contractor to provide a device 

that will appropriately replace the unit if replacement 

units are ordered. Comparable electronic parts, used 
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IX. 

I 

X. 

XI. 

in the equipment supplied, must be stocked with suf-

ficient number to satisfy serious requirements. 

MAINTENANCE 

9.1 The bidders must state in the formal bid the name and 

9.2 

capabilities of the service station which will maintain 

the equipment and provide any and all warranty service. 

Maintenance shall be prompt and on a (24) twenty-four 

hour basis in the case of emergencies. If this station 

is not wholly owned by the bidder, a copy of the agree

ment between the bidder and the service facility shall 

be submitted with the bid. This agreement shall clearly 

show the nature and duration of ~he agreement. 

The bidder himself is offering a maintenance contract 

covering all equipment supplied, after the initial war

ranty period, if requested to do so. However, ultimate 

control and responsibility must remain with the bidder 

to assure total system responsibility and maximum owner 

satisfaction. 

QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS 

10.1 The firm submitting the bid shall meet the following 

qualifications: 

A. Successful Bidders shall be bonded. 

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED BY BID 

11.1 The firms submitting the bid shall include with their 

bid the.following: 

A. Panel sketches as described in (III, 3.1) 

B. Description of Service Facilities as described 

in (IX, 9.1) 
50 
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XII. 

C. Certificate of Insurance as described in 

(11,2.12) 

D. Bid Check as-described in (IV, 4.1) 

E. Copy of service facility agreement as described 

in (IX, 9.1") 

As set forth in Chapter 73, Item 73.1, Section 2, of the 

;rowa Code: 

12.1 "Stat.e, county, and municipalities not only have au

thority to enter into a valid agreement with Federal 

government that the grant from the United States ~overn

ment will be used to aid in financing the construction 

of. public works but the grant must ae used in accordance 

with the conditions under which it' was granted, and pre-

ference must be given to Iowa materials and products. II 

12.2 That the contractor shall comply with all regulations 

and requirements of the Department of Justice - Office 

of Law Enforcement Assistance, and all other agencies 

of the United States and the laws and regulations of 

the United States for purposes of obtaining and fulfill-

ing all r1equirements in connection with the project. 

That said project will be performed and completed in 

accordance with all such requirements. nd regulations, 

and by such times and dates specified in connection 

therewith. 

12.3 (a) The city retains ultimate control and responsibil-

ity for the contractor's activity. 

(b) This contract with contractor is subject to ap

proval of the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance v 
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Division of the united States Department of Justice. 

(c) All rules, regulations, conditions and require

ments relating to and connected with the Grant by the 

Federal Government are incorporated into and made a 

part hereof and the contractor shall comply with all 

such rules, regulations, conditions and requirements. 

(d) All payments to contractor are subject to approval 

of the Office of Law Enforcetnen't Assistance, Division 

of the united states Department of Justice. Contract 

expenditures are subject to audit in the same manner 

and with the same comprehensiveness as other expena

itures of grant funds. The contractor shall maintain 

separate records (o:r: separately identifiable records) 

permitting expenditure of grant funds to be readily 

documented for audit. 

(e) Sub-granting of LEAA funds is not permissible. 

XIII. EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 

13.1 Installations shall be designed by experienced persons 

familiar with burglar alarm operations. 

13.2 All installations shall give an audible and visible 

alarm in police headquarters and shall have no audible 

or visible alarm at the protected establishment. 

13.3 The alarm notification in the police department shall 

be compact, with 5 square inches of wall space or less 

used for each reporting position installed at location 

designated by city. Space is qvailable in room below 

the notification point for the alarm supporting equip

ment such as power supply. 
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13.4 All work shall be done in a workmanlike manner and in 

finished structures, wiring shall be concealed as well 

as possible. 

13.5 Design, equipment, and installation shall be such as 1'':0 

insure the best possible level of security for the sys

tem so as to prevent or detect tampering in an attempt 

to make ~he system ineffective in the detection of an 

intruder. 

13.6 It shall be bidders' responsibility to make all exam-

inations of the city to understand the specifications 

of the requirements of the city for the work and no ad

justment will be made for non-inspection. 

13.7 Equipment at the protected premises will include mag

netic switches; vibrating switches, or similar devices 

to detect pounding; traps; door plungers or similar 

switches; and switches for special applications, such 

as overhead doors~ A high security locking switch to 

activate the system from the exterior of the premises 

or a similar point will also be a part of the circuit. 

However, a device, system or design feature that will 

accomplish the purpose of the locking switch will be 

acceptable provided this system does not require an 

alarm to be transmitted. A hold-up alarm device will 

be required at most locations. This device may be a 

part of a test system. In any case, provisions must 

be made in the design for a simple and rapid test of 

the entire premises and the method of transmission of 
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the alarm to police headquarters as well as test of 

the alarm notification system in police headquarters. 

13.8 Number of Units and Designs at Premises 

A variety of premises will be involved so alarm sys

tems may vary from a single device to the full range 

of devices. It is the aim of this project to give 

adequate, practical protection, not to protect against 

any possible intrusion. The proposal should be based 

on an average of 7 (seven) magnetic switches at each 

location; A holdup alarm capability at each location; 

A overhead door or similar problem at one out of each 

four locations and two vibrator switches at each 10-

cation; and a key switch or other system as detailed 

in 13.7 in each location. If another type of switch 

is indicated for best sucurity it may be substituted 

for any device named above. Changes may occur as the 

individual buildings are surveyed, but costs will not 

be in excess of these requirements without additional 

compensation. 

13.9 Systems shall utilize leased wires for inter-connection 

of police department with protected establishment. 

13.10 Temperature rise of all transformers shall be no more 

than 250 C. 

13.11 Voltages within the premises shall not exceed 50 and 

total electrical load on any wiring or device shall 

not exceed Underwriter Specifications. 

13.12 Loop voltages shall be well filtered DC or batteries 
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with automatic charging device. However, other sour

ces of current will be acceptable if it is demonstrated 

such source is essential and equal or superior to that 

required above. 

13.13. All pilot lamps shall be of the replaceable type and 

shall draw less than 100 rna. 

13.14 The bidder shall specify any delay in signal transmis-

sion in excess of five seconds that occurs regularly 

because of the design of the system. Both the maximum 

possible delay and the average delay shall be specified. 

Delay is taken to mean the time from detection of an 

intruder by a device in the premises until a signal in-

dicating the location of the premises is received in a 

form that can be readily interpreted by personnel in 

the police dispatch center. 

l3~15 That the contractor shall comply with reasonable require-

ments of the city as to times of installations at various 

private properties. Every effort will be made to deter

mine hours of installation convenient to both the con-

tractor and owner or operator of the premises. Time 

for installation will not be scheduled outside of reg-

ular work day or work week except at the request of the 

contractor and upon agreement by the owner or operator 

of the premises. That the contractor shall save the 

city harmless from all claims of property owners made 

in connection with the installation of the equipment. 

13.16 That the entire installation shall be completed by 10 

months from acceptance of contract. 
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13.17 That it shall be the responsibility of the contractor 

to make all necessary coordination with telephone 

company relating to installations. 

13.18 That the contractor shall be responsible for warranty 

dnd guarantee of performance and all necessary main-

tenance in connection with the warrantee and guarantee 

for period of 2 years from date of completion of work 

acceptance by city. 

13.19 The contractor shall be paid 90% of work on monthly 

billing by contractor approved by city, and balance 

upon satisfactory demonstration of performance to the 

city. The 2 year warranty and guarantee will commence 

at such time as satisfactory demonstration of perform

ance is made to the city, and the balance of contract 

price is paid. 

XIV. FORM OF SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 

14.1 Separate bids will be taken on complete systems using 

eac~ of two forms of signal transmission: 

A. Direct wire transmission. 

B. Combined signal transmission. 

A bidder may enter a bid on either or both types of 

system. Only one type will be selected and installed. 

14.2 Direct wire transmission is taken to mean a system in 

which one pair of telephone wires is needed for trans

mission from the protected premises t.o the telephone 

exchange and is taken to include loops. 

14.3 Combined signal transmission is taken to mean a system 
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in which an electronic signal may be transmitted over 

,the same telephone wires used by more than one premise 

or where more than,.one signal generated within the same 

premise may be transmitted over the same telephone pair 

and includes a system at police headquarters to dis

criminate between the signals and notify as to the 

specific point or device originating the equipment. 
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AP?ENDIX III 

No. 

Linn County 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

THIS AGREEMENT made this day of 1969, 

between Lessor and 

Lessee. 

1. Lessor agrees to furnish, install and maintain an 
automatic detection system from July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1970, 
on the premises of Lessee located at 
City of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

2. This system will report into the alarm board maintained 
in the Police Headquarters Communications Center. 

3. This installation will 
Hold-up button 

----Door switches 
pick proof switch 

be made as follows: 
Vibration switch 

----~Heat detectors 
lock 

4. In case of failure of the system to properly operate, 
the Lessee agrees that there is to be no right of action against 
the City of Cedar Rapids or any of its employees for damages re
sulting therefrom, and in consideration of Lessor installing said 
equipment Lessee waives and discharges and disclaims all claims 
or causes of action for damages or right to such claims and causes 
arising out of or in any way connected with such equipment or the 
use thereof. 

5. It is agreed that the s~stem remains the property of the 
City of Cedar Rapids until June 30, 1970, and will thereafter con
tinue to be the property of the City and under the control of the 
Ci ty and may be removed from the Lessee's premises by the Ci t,y 
unless the City and the Lessee enter into a subsequent agreement 
providing for the ownership, use, and control thereof. 

6. It is further agreed, that the Lessor can disconnect 
the system at Police Headquarters and remove said eqtlipment from 
the premises at any time the Lessor determines that there is an 
excess of unnecessary alarms caused through carelessness. 

7. That the Lessee will be responsible for all repairs and 
maintenance which the Lessor determines was necessitated by fail
ure of Lessee to exercise due care for the equipment. 
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,8. That Lessee will carry L~ssor as an additional in-
sured on Lessee's liability insurance policy for said burglar 
a,larm equipment on Lessee's premises and furnish Lessor evidence 
from the insurance company or agent that such insurance is con
tinually in effect. 

This the 
1969. 

Lessee 

---- day of 

J~PROVED FOR THE CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, this the 
day of , 1969. 

City of Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

By 
Lessor 
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